Will planners or passengers design tomorrow’s transport networks?

EY Mobility Innovation Group
Mobility innovation matters

Steadily growing urbanization, new regulatory requirements and an increasing affinity of customers to new technology are driving significant change in the way we move. In fact: the future of urban mobility has gained momentum due to increasing digitalization in our social life and at the workplace. With travel times significantly increasing globally, mobility-as-a-service attracts the attention of a multitude of new and incumbent companies.

Cities invest in mobility to strengthen their competitive position, paving the way for public and private service providers to develop new business models which re-invent the transportation of people and goods. What has been a commodity has turned into a test field for new business models which compete for customers time spent and miles travelled. Service providers are competing more intensively for brand perception and customer interaction around the commute of people.

However, making money in mobility remains difficult. It requires a professional approach to be able to realize innovations with the ability to scale while adapting to the needs of different cities and partner ecosystems. Co-designing solutions together with urban partners and customer communities have become a key competence.

EY is dedicated to guiding clients from the public and private sector through the digital transformation of mobility.

Our purpose
- To build a world with no travel waiting times, no casualties, and no emissions.
- To let consumers and communities benefit more from emerging technologies.
- To reshape the travel experience whilst shrinking the world's carbon footprint.

EY is at the forefront of initiatives across the mobility value chain that make this vision become more real every day.

Benefit from our insights

Our technology, platforms and expertise accelerate the development and growth of new business models

EY joined this EU working group to help coordinate both demand and supply whilst bringing together mobility industry and city administration.

Within the EU partnership, EY
- develops reference architecture and standards for smart cities
- helps to build business cases for smart cities

EY Hackathons

Our EY Hackathons look at the entire Smart City ecosystem in collaboration with renowned industrial experts. The goal is to map out the different motivations and capabilities of stakeholders to discover new opportunities and frictions within the ecosystem.
Our Service Portfolio at a glance

Mobility Innovation Management
Business model innovation and transformation

Mobility Data Management
Mobility enabled data architecture

Vehicle Digitalization
Secure transformation to connected, automated, shared and electric business

Smart City & Smart Business
IoT-based decision making

Traffic & Transport Infrastructure
Implementation of technology and infrastructure
We co-build your mobility ventures and rethink the emerging mobility ecosystem

**Strategy**
Creating mobility business models requires innovation that stresses more diversity of thought and speed of design whilst embracing risk and failure. We help our clients to ideate, incubate and scale business models for mobility.

- **Dr. Rainer Scholz**
  Executive Director, Advisory
  Phone  +49 160 939 17056
  rainer.scholz@de.ey.com

**Legal**
Data and analytics will be key for mobility innovation. We help our clients keep in line with privacy laws and consider data privacy when creating new products and business models.

- **Dr. Peter Katko**
  Partner, Global Digital Law Leader, Global Law Media & Entertainment Sector Leader, Tax
  Phone  +49 160 939 25951
  peter.katko@de.ey.com

**Automotive Finance**
With a focus on payment and financial aspects, we assist auto finance companies, mobility services and corporates with the development or use of smart mobility concepts and innovative car sharing models.

- **Jens Diehlmann**
  Partner, Global Automotive Finance Leader, Advisory
  Phone  +49 160 939 24797
  jens.diehlmann@de.ey.com

**Transaction**
Partnering and buying is key for the quick growth of many mobility ventures. We support our clients to evaluate, acquire or dispose businesses. Our services cover the entire transaction life cycle from transaction strategy and deal origination, to execution and post-transaction integration.

- **Torben Kiemann**
  Senior Manager, Wirtschaftsprüfer, Transaction Advisory Services
  Phone  +49 160 939 14849
  torben.kiemann@de.ey.com

- **Björn Schaubel**
  Senior Manager, Transaction Advisory Services
  Phone  +49 160 939 13969
  bjorn.schaubel@de.ey.com

**Audit**
Strong, independent assurance provides critical information for investors and other stakeholders, a robust and clear perspective to audit committees and timely and constructive input to management. We provide specific audit services to our clients’ focus areas.

- **Peter Lennartz**
  Partner, Audit
  Phone  +49 160 939 20631
  peter.lennartz@de.ey.com

- **Jasmin A. Renner**
  Partner, Audit
  Phone  +49 160 939 20666
  jasmin.a.renner@de.ey.com
About the global EY organization
The global EY organization is a leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. We leverage our experience, knowledge and services to help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We are ideally equipped for this task – with well trained employees, strong teams, excellent services and outstanding client relations. Our global purpose is to drive progress and make a difference by building a better working world – for our people, for our clients and for our communities.

The global EY organization refers to all member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited (EYG). Each EYG member firm is a separate legal entity and has no liability for another such entity’s acts or omissions. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more information, please visit www.ey.com.
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In line with EY’s commitment to minimize its environmental impact this document has been printed CO₂neutral and on FSC®-certified paper that consists of 60% recycled fibers.

This publication contains information in summary form and is therefore intended for general guidance only. Although prepared with utmost care this publication is not intended to be a substitute for detailed research or the exercise of professional judgment. Therefore no liability for correctness, completeness and/or currentness will be assumed. It is solely the responsibility of the readers to decide whether and in what form the information made available is relevant for their purposes. Neither [Full company name of the EY member responsible for publication] nor any other member of the global EY organization can accept any responsibility. On any specific matter, reference should be made to the appropriate advisor.
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